We present some initial results from a case study in social media data harvesting and visualization utilizing the tools and analytical features of NodeXL applied to a degree asymmetric vertex graph set. We consider twitter graphs harvested for topics related to suicidal ideation, suicide attempts, self-harm and bullycide. While the twitter-sphere only captures a small and age biased sample of communications it is a readily available public database for a wealth of rich topics yielding a large sample set. All these topics gave rise to highly asymmetric vertex degree graphs and all shared the same general topological features. We find a strong preference for in degree vertex information transfer with a 4:25 out degree to in degree vertex ratio with a power law distribution. Overall there is a low global clustering coefficient average of 0.038 and a graph clustering density of 0.00034 for Clauset-Newman-Moore grouping with a maximum geodesic distance of 6. Eigenvector centrality does not give any large central impact vertices and betweenness centrality shows many bridging vertices indicating a sparse community structure. Parts of speech sentiment scores show a strong asymmetry of predominant negative scores for almost all word and word pairs with salience greater than one. We used an Hoaxy analysis to check for deliberate misinformation on these topics by a Twitter-Bot.
I.
Introduction The rapid growth of Twitter based communication has provided a means for analyzing information exchange between individuals on several topics across numerous platforms. Many of the information exchanges that take place on Twitter can be represented as a weighted directed graph 1 of tweets, retweets and mentions and often exhibits an asymmetry in vertex degree 2 . The global and local patterns of structure in the graphs are indicators of some of the characteristics of the group exchanging information 3 . As exemplified by the classification work of Smith, et. al. at the Social Media Research Foundation 4 there are at least six common network structures observed. These structures can be expressed as strongly divided or polarized, largely unified, fragmented, multi-clustered, predominately outward directed hub or as a predominately inward directed hub. A large graph can be made up of a distribution of these subsets and they can dynamically change in time 5, 6 and can be modeled by systems of differential equations 7, 8 and can form giant subgraphs 9, 10, 11 , exhibit power law scaling behavior 12, 13 , demonstrate changes that are similar to phase changes 14 , lead to viral events that are non-Bayesian 15 , can topologically change in connectedness 16 , have rapid information diffusion 17 that may percolate 18 or they can constitute a small world 19 graph. In the sense that there is information diffusion in a graph there are often different mechanisms at work for different sending protocols and structures, i.e. hashtags vs. tweets etc. 20 Observing the classification and dynamics of such a graph for certain topics can lead to an engagement methodology based on threshold identifiers designed to indicate the development of action items, such as in sales or stock transfers. Here we are interested in applying these classification dynamics to a case study on the topic of suicidal ideation related to tweets referencing suicide attempts and self-harm.
Exploring social media and twitter conversations for parts of speech (POS) indicative of behavior change is an active research area especially in health-related subjects 21 and marketing 22 . The tracking of suicide risk factors, 23, 24, 25 bullying and cyber bullying 26 , selfimage 27 , suicidal ideation 28, 29 and indicators of self-harm 30 on social media has become a highly focused area of investigation 31 . Exploring preventive actions 32, 33, 34 and their overall efficacy is a current and growing area of research 35 . This has included self-presented 36 and highly public social media exchanges around suicidal 37 and self-harm 38 events including post analysis 39, 40 . Efforts to study the complex patterns associated with twitter communications have often used word order and proximity 41 to machine learning 42, 43 and AI strategies 44 to overcome the large data issues associated with analyzing social media streams. Often the POS in the tweet are analyzed regarding sentiment, syntax and salience within the context of a complex communication vertex graph or sociogram. The impact and influence of a vertex connected to certain POS can also be examined through frequency distributions and centrality measures. This coupled with knowledge about the local structure of the group can be used to help determine the nature of the interactions 45 and the diffusion rate 46 of information 47 , which could be extensive if the graph is a governed by a power law 4849 or is a small world graph 50 . Here we will examine the subgroup classification, vertex division and centrality measures in a case study of twitter networks and word searches related to suicide attempts and self-harm. We recognize that the twitter samples represent a biased subset of social media 51 users in the US: an estimated 7% compared to 41% on Facebook, and these communications are predominately used by younger affluent followers representing a distinct digital divide issue 52 .
II. SM Data Collection: NodeXL
Our data sets were collected using the social media data collection and analysis program NodeXL 53 from the Social Media Research Foundation. 54 The general features of this program allow users to map sociogram networks and provides tools to measure and understand the landscape of social media. NodeXL is an Excel based program designed to conduct social network analysis (SNA) including community clustering, influencer detection, content analysis, sentiment ranking and time series analysis. The sociogram networks can be displayed several ways including the Frutcherman-Reingold and the Harel-Koren Fast Multiscale vertex degree graphs with adjustable vertex forcing. The vertex graph can be analyzed for clustering effects and grouping which includes a Clauset-Newman-Moore, Wakita-Tsurumi or Girvan-Newman analysis or a clustering by a selected attribute of a vertex or edge. Data can be organized by tweets, mentions, retweets or hashtags with degree data stored for vertex or edge analysis. Sentiment, salience and centrality calculations can be carried out and used for sociogram plotting in terms of vertex size, color or shape allowing for higher dimensionality graphs. Tweets, Twitter links and image files are also collected during the tweet scan. Sentiment analysis can be carried out across any word set where we used the negative/positive, angry/calm and the twelve risk factor categories as search attributes for single words and word pairs with mutual influence. The Hoaxy 55 software routine was used to check very high tweet nodes for deliberate misinformation and/or manipulation of social media or Twitter-Bot detection for the sources related to the self-harm and suicide-attempts topics.
III.
Clustering, Classification and Centrality Analytics of Sociograms
Clustering
Tweets were gathered starting 5/27/2015 for searches related to tweets including words such as: suicide, suicide attempts, bulleycide, drug suicide/abuse, suicidal thoughts, self-cutting, self-pain, veterans suicide, and survivor topics. The initial graphs of V vertices and E edges, G(V, E) for suicide attempts were collected as sociograms using a Harel-Koren Fast Multiscale visualization and with a Frutcherman-Reingold graph with a modified repulsive index of 3.5 after ten iterations, are shown in Fig. (1) . Each vertex represents a user and each edge corresponds to a tweet, mention, replies-to or retweet with the arrow indicating the vertex of origin to the receiving vertex. There are 2494 vertices with 2602 edges of which 170 are duplicates giving 2432 unique edges in Fig. (1) (A). The groups in Fig. (1) were determined by the Clauset-Newman-Moore algorithm 56 using decision rules based on edge density modularity 57 to determine community structures or clusters where each group is visualized in a separate box and labeled with a common vertex word from the corresponding tweets between members. (1)
For the graph in Fig. (1) Each global graph can be broken down into clusters and subgraphs based upon an ordering attribute to assist in analyzing the community structure and interactions within the graph. The six graph types appear with a varying frequency as subgraphs depending upon the type of interactions and communities the individuals are involved in. For the combined global graphs: suicide attempts, self-hurt, bulleycide, veterans, teen suicide and suicide we find an overall distribution given in Fig. (2) . Fig.(2) (A) displays the six common types of graphs: a bounded unified graph, a hub centered graph with inward directed spokes, a hub centered graph with outward directed spokes, a multitopic graph with several distinct active vertices and some isolated outliers, a polarized graph with two distinct but opposed groups with few cross pole interactions, and a fragmented group graph with many small isolated vertices often with numerous self-tweets. This pattern remained unchanged during the data collection period from 2015 until Dec. 2019 for each set of graphs collected. A summary of the main features of the 5 vertex graphs for the six search topics: Suicide Attempt, Suicide Self Harm, Suicidal Ideation, Suicide Drugs, Suicide Firearms and Suicide Violence are given in Table 1 . Fig. (2) Classifiaction of subgroups using the six most common for the Suicide Attempts twitter search, (A) lists the subgroup types with exmaples form the graph, (B) shows the frequency of the types for the total graph, which was similar for all graphs and (C) shows the NodeXL decomposition list in terms of subgraph structure and active vertices. Total tweet level activity can be characterized by the relative In and Out degrees of the vertices and by various centrality measures of the graph. As indicated by Fig. (3) for these specific graphs the betweenness centrality grows as a power law with page rank, which is the principle eigenvector of the normalized adjacency matrix for the graph and where vertex betweenness is defined as ( ) (3) Fig. (4) Vertex Degree Separation of users into groups of followers, In-degree, and those who are following, Out-degree, with regions corresponding to the ratio of Out/In, or dy/dx, where the axes are scaled to show the difference and with insets for the frequency distribution of Outdegree and In-degree. In-degree vertices dominate all of our graphs on these topics (we have removed the cluster of points near the origin for clarity).
Vertex Degree
The values of Fig. (4) demonstrate the asymmetric nature of the activity of the vertices in the Suicide Attempts and Self Harm Sociograms. The vast majority of the vertices are sending messages in, typically six times more than they have tweets going out. Overall the groups are relatively small with the largest subgraph being from the collective of suicide prevention providers. The twitter activity of a given user can be monitored outside of this narrow topic and not surprisingly some are quite prolific compared to their activity in this graph. From the Indegree inset plot in Fig. (4) we see that the frequency drops off very quickly when compared to the Out-degree frequency. This asymmetry manifests itself in the Out-degree vs. In-degree plot by placing most users in the 4:25 region indicating four tweets sent out for each 25 received, or four users being followed for each 25 following. The vertex asymmetry is measured by vertex asymmetry strength R log in v out n n  =   (4) This In-degree and Out-degree asymmetry is also evident in Fig. (5) where the vertex degree is indicated by the size of the vertex plotted in the graph. The sociogram for In-degree displays many medium size vertices and only a few large central ones. In the Out-degree sociogram there are a few large vertices followed by several medium vertices spread throughout the graph followed by numerous small vertices. This pattern again emphasizes the 4:25 tweet differential of four following for each 25 followers for most vertices.
Centrality Fig. (5) also shows the centrality measures for the total graph. For betweenness centrality the size of the vertex indicates the magnitude of the betweenness centrality. For these topics there are a number of vertices with high betweenness centrality indicating the noncentralized nature of the graph and users. These vertices serve as transition points from one topical cluster to another in the graph. These vertices match the highly fragmented nature of this graph compared to other project topics such as the Banned Books and Arab Spring graphs which exhibit lower betweenness and nearly equal in and out degrees. The eigenvector centrality graph shows a large number of medium and small vertices, many of which are clumped in an inward hub giant subgraph. The vertices with the highest eigenvector centrality are the ones with the largest connectivity and highest impact on neighboring vertices. Here the eigenvector centrality shows the fragmented nature of these weakly interacting communities linked by the tweeting on suicidality and self-harm but with no subset of very strong centralized users.
Parts of Speech
To help understand the topics within the groups we examined the word frequency, salience and sentiment of the most frequent words and word pairs or bigrams. Sentiment ratios of these graphs are compared to earlier studies on Banned Books and the Arab Spring twitter-based graphs. The sentiment strength asymmetry ratios for positive/negative and anger/calm sentiments are given by 10 10 log log pos calm sent angr neg angr s s RR ss While word sentiment is an effort to measure some of the emotional direction and level of words in a sentence structure compared to a given list-i.e. negative/positive or anger/calm, salience is a measure of importance or impact based upon the relative frequency of use. When used to analyze tweets the overall sentence structure and context is often cryptic and hidden in many symbols and/or emoticons. Many words will have more significance when paired in specific two word phrases, captured in part by the two word mutual information factor, which is higher for pairs that have a stronger and more impactful presence in a tweet. For all of the graphs we examined the word pair: Suicide Attempt, has a higher mutual information rating than each word alone. Several common phases that appeared repeatedly are listed in Fig. (6) (C). Fig. (7) The dozen risk factors from Jashinsky appearing in the graph as a function of identified tweets and overall salience. For the graph representation in terms of vertex attribute for salience each tweet/retweet bundle links to a common group, On the right the vertex for a mother seeing her daughter in a suicide attempt links directly to the retweet groups that formed.
Coupling the risk factors to the eigenvector centrality and page rank of a vertex in a subgroup gives an ordering of groups indicative of the highest risk factor group of tweets, retweets and mentions for the entire graph. As indicated in Fig. (7) , in terms of single and double word searches there are five risk factors which appear with high frequency in every search topic we examined: depressive symptoms, prior suicide attempts, suicidal ideation, gun access, and impulsiveness. For the graphs from Suicidality, Suicide Attempts, Self-Harm and Bullycide some 58% of the subgroup community clusters explicitly tweet about three or more of the five highest ranked risk factors using terms listed in Fig. (7) . These more active groups provide a subset of users whose tweets can be more carefully analyzed and studied by both tracking the tweet dynamics and visiting many of the associated Twitter sites.
To check our most used twitter feeds for misinformation and bot-like behavior we performed corresponding searches using the Hoaxy analysis package. The sites that were flagged as being potential problems, seen as red vertices in Fig. (8) were almost all inactive feeds with no followers, mentions or retweets. There were three sites related to strong media and blogging activity on suicide, we could not find a vertex associated with a large number of potentially automated suicide tweets.
IV. Conclusions
We have examined vertex graph sociogram characteristics for twitter users interacting on topics from suicidal ideation and self-harm as a case study on asymmetric graph features using NodeXL. For each sociogram produced in each topic area: Suicidality, Suicide Attempts, Self-Harm and Bullycide we find a fragmented weakly connected set of communities with vertex degree asymmetry favoring in-degree, low overall eigenvector centrality, low density and low clustering coefficients. For high salience words and bigrams the graphs exhibit a sentiment asymmetry that is also exhibited at the subgraph level. The highest salience words closely match the risk indicators of Jashinksy and multiple repeats from four or more categories for subgraphs is not unusual. These subgroups form an especially interesting and active set of tweeters for these topics and provide an excellent group for closer study.
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